Next Generation Reaction Platforms:
TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE
An EPSRC Dial-a-Molecule Grand Challenge theme meeting

4th April 2013, Brunel University

AGENDA

9:00 Registration with Tea/Coffee

9:30 Intro for the day – Harris Makatsoris
   Welcome
   Housekeeping
   Objectives for the day

9:45 Next Generation Reaction Platforms Overview – Gill Smith

10:15 Flash presentations (2 slides, 2mins) – Chair: Susanne Coles
   Showcase latest technologies and needs currently not met
   What do you do and what would you like to be able to do?

11:30 Exhibition & Networking

12:00 Lunch & Exhibition (further networking opportunity)

13:00 Priority Challenges Introduction – Susanne Coles

13:15 “The Funding Landscape” – Catherine Joce (CIKTN)

13:45 Breakout session 1 – Proposal writing (parallel groups): ideas gathering

14:45 Break with Tea/Coffee

15:15 Breakout session 2 – Proposal writing (parallel groups): forming proposals

16:00 Presentations of proposals

16:30 Feedback exercise

17:00 Conclusion of the day
   Summary of proposals to be put forward
   Follow-up actions (future directive)

17:15-18:00 Wine reception – Final chance to network before leaving